
Sew Me Something
Pattern Cutting Series - Basic Skirt Block 

The Basic Skirt Block Instructions 

Cut off a large piece of paper approximately 1m square. 
Draw your vertical base line through the middle of the paper and mark a point at 
the top of the line point A. Square out horizontally from point A in both directions. 

A - B = the length you want for you skirt. For the block I have used the waist to knee 
measurement. Mark point B on the vertical base line and square out a horizontal 
line in both directions. Skirt Length measurement_______________ 

A - C = Centre front waist to hip measurement ________________ 
Mark point C on the vertical base line then square out a horizontal line in both 
directions. 

A - D = Back hip arc _________+ 1.5cm = __________. Drop a line down from point D 
at right angles to the line from point A that cuts through the lines out from B and C 
to create points E on the hipline and F on the hemline. All these lines should be 
equal in length.  

E - G = Centre back hip depth ____________. Make sure you measure this upwards 
from point E. Square out a short distance from point G at the centre back. 

A - H = front hip arc __________+ 1.5cm = __________. Drop a line down from point H 
at right angles to the line from point A that cuts through the lines out from B and C 
to create points I on the hipline and J on the hemline. All these lines should be 
equal in length. 

D - K = back waist arc  _________+ 0.6cm + 4cm =____________  
Square up and down from point K. 

D - L = Back dart placement __________+ half the back dart_________ =___________ 
If you need to add in another measure L - K and divide by 2 = L2. Square down 
from L1 and L2 to create the dart lines. 

H - M = front waist arc __________ + 0.6cm, + 2.5cm = _______________  
Square up and down from point M. 
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H - N = Front dart placement ___________ + half the front dart ________=_________       
Square down from point N to create the dart line. 

C - P and Q = Side waist to hip depth ____________. From point C pivot out to touch 
the lines squared up from K and M and mark points P and Q. Mark a point about 
1/3 of the way up along theses lines, and curve these lines out by 1cm at this point.  

Waistline - draw in the front and back waistlines with a gentle curve. From G to P 
and H to Q. Make sure that the waistline is square from the centre front and back 
points H and D. 

Back Darts 
Construct a dart on each of the dart lines 2cm wide and 13cm long. Draw in the 
legs of the dart up to the waistline.  

Front Darts 
Construct a dart on each of the dart lines 2cm wide and 9cm long. Draw in the 
legs of the dart up to the waistline.  

Trace off the front and back Skirt Block separately and true-up the pattern.  
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The Basic Skirt Block Illustration 
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